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“By extending the artistic practice to include curating, writing, and other forms of exchange and collaboration, we 
subvert relations of power and move toward a more truly democratic, pluralistic art sphere.” 

– Laura Belèm in the Next Documenta Should be Curated by an Artist
 http://www.e-�ux.com/projects/next_doc/

Sovereignty is an artist project that utilizes strategies of collaboration and curation to engage artists and audiences in a 
more democratic expression of art presentation, national identities and experiences. �roughout this proposal I have 
named myself as a curator, however this is the result of perceived institutional limitations surrounding artistic practice, 
presentation and articulation.

Sovereignty is a living project. Although some of the works were incorporated into the exhibition through what many 
may describe as typical curatorial process – researching works already made, studio visits and discussions with the artists 
to ensure the works conceptually fall within the boundaries of the curators overall concept for the show – the majority 
of the exhibition emerged from a collaborative process between myself and the other artists involved. Four of the 
artworks presented in the inaugural exhibition, including my own, were new pieces, created through many group discus-
sions around the title of the show and the artists' personal interpretations of my original vision for presentation. 

�is project began from a con�ict within myself, surrounding my own practice and purpose as artist, and the limitations 
I was felt were inhibiting the potential of the performative sculpture (�e Sovereignty Cloak) I was creating alone in my 
studio. Engaging with this con�icted atmosphere I approached three local artists and friends in conversation around the 
limitations I felt I was facing. From these initial conversations it became clear that I was inhibiting the work myself by 
attempting to tackle such large concepts like sovereignty, nationalism and national identity by myself. It has been though 
the collaborative process of creating this group exhibition that the essence of Sovereignty has surfaced.

Since being exhibited for the �rst time, Sovereignty has continued to develop  and evolve its presence from a collabora-
tive approach. It has become important for me to remain a facilitator in the collaborative process and administer the 
behind the scenes curatorial responsibilities, while removing my “curatorial presence” from the physical presentation of 
the exhibition. I see this approach as an experiment in forms of exchange between artists, writers, institutions and audi-
ences. �e exhibit is crafted to transform, move and re-articulate itself every time it is exhibited. New writers are to be 
engaged for each exhibition newspaper, artworks presented will change or react to past iterations, artists involved will 
also change or not depending on institutional, social and political atmospheres.

Sovereignty de�es conventional de�nitions of the curated group exhibition, however in many ways it deliberately 
engages with many themes and approaches that are emblematic to the cultural institution and its various hierarchies of 
presntation. 


